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The performance of the dogs highlighted several factors.

• Locally initiated behavior must be appropriate and this is not al-
ways obvious until the system is understood. Only after the trials
of the first three dogs had been completed was this understanding
gained, making it possible to design behaviors which were truly
appropriate.

• Appropriate behavior can drastically reduce operator interaction.
The results obtained with follow1 and weave1 demonstrate
marked improvements over their predecessors.

• Engineering effort expended on behaviors can easily have a neg-
ative impact and do not always yield a proportional return. The
skirt behavior, which was added to align1 with the intention of im-
proving its ability, increased the number of interactions required
while requiring effort to develop.

Complete automation of a task is a time consuming and complex
engineering exercise. To achieve an initial reduction in the level of op-
erator interaction required is a relatively easy task. To reduce the level
of interaction further requires the development of an appropriate be-
havioral repertoire which requires the development of a detailed under-
standing of the system. This not only includes the robot and the task, but
the real environment in which the robot interacts. These results seem
to imply a diminishing return in reduction of operator interaction for a
given investment in engineering effort.
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Let’s Talk! Socially Intelligent Agents for Language
Conversation Training

Helmut Prendinger and Mitsuru Ishizuka

Abstract—This paper promotes socially intelligent animated agents for
the pedagogical task of English conversation training for native speakers
of Japanese. Since student–agent conversations are realized as role-playing
interactions, strong requirements are imposed on the agents’ affective and
social abilities. As a novel feature,social role awarenessis introduced to ani-
mated conversational agents, that are by now strong affective reasoners, but
otherwise often lack the social competence observed in humans. In partic-
ular, humans may easily adjust their behavior depending on their respective
role in a social setting, whereas their synthetic pendants tend to be driven
mostly by emotions and personality. Our main contribution is the incor-
poration of a “social filter program” to mental models of animated agents.
This program may qualify an agent’s expression of its emotional state by
the social context, thereby enhancing the agent’s believability as a conver-
sational partner. Our implemented system is web-based and demonstrates
socially aware animated agents in a virtual coffee shop environment. An ex-
periment with our conversation system shows that users consider socially
aware agents as more natural than agents that violate conventional prac-
tices.

Index Terms—Affective reasoning, animated agents, believability, emo-
tion expression, social dimension in communication, social role awareness.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

We can recently notice a shift of interest from believable agents to
a new generation of agents that are characterized as “socially intelli-
gent” [1]. Starting with Bates’ seminal work onbelievableagents in
their “Oz project” [2], there have been continued efforts to give an-
imated agents the illusion of life. By now, it is widely accepted that
emotion expression and personality are key components of believable
agents [3]. Moreover, Cassellet al. [4] provided convincing evidence
of the importance of nonverbal “embodied” conversational behavior for
believable agents. In addition to believability,socially intelligentagents
are intended to perform more natural and robust in interactions that are
explicitly embedded in a social context with associated social goals,
such as establishing and maintaining social relationships. In this area,
opinions regarding the core issues are more diverse, possibly because
the field is highly interdisciplinary. As a guideline, we report on Daut-
enhahn’s [5] four assumptions (“working hypotheses”) underlying her
work on social agents.

1) Intelligence is linked to a body.
2) The body is adapted to its embedding environment.
3) Intelligence can only be studied when considering the interaction

between body and environment.
4) Intelligent agents are social entities.

She definessocial intelligencegenerally as “…the individual’s capa-
bility to develop and manage relationships between individualized,
autobiographic agents which, by means of communication, build
up shared social interaction structures which help to integrate and
manage the individual’s basic (“selfish”) interests in relationship to
the interests of the social system at the next higher level.”
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In this paper, we will take a particular stance on socially intelli-
gent agents. While our primary interest is agents’ believability as con-
versational partners, we will argue that purely emotion and person-
ality-based agent behavior falls short of “social robustness” as it does
not account for the social context in which a conversation is embedded,
e.g., a sales agent might be convincing (believable) in the role of a sales-
person, but not in the role of a colleague or employee. Humans, on the
other hand, are always aware of the roles they play in a certain so-
cial setting and typically behave accordingly. This important feature
of human–human communication will be calledsocial role awareness
and constitutes our contribution to the social intelligence of agents.

As an example of social role awareness, consider an unfriendly sales
agent that is angry at the customer because of the customer’s detailed
questions about a product. The agent will presumably use polite lan-
guage and hide its anger as it is aware of the role-specific behavioral re-
strictions applicable to a sales conversation. On the other hand, imagine
the sales agent interacts with a colleague (agent). In this social setting,
we would expect that the sales agent behaves according to its person-
ality traits (in our case, unfriendly). A basic assumption of our work is
that an agent’s behavior cannot be generated (or understood) by con-
sidering personality, attitudes, and emotions alone but has to integrate
social role awareness as an essential component of its design.

We recently started a project with the aim to employ animated agents
for the pedagogical task oflanguage conversation training[6]. Specif-
ically, the animated agent approach is used to improve English conver-
sation skills of native speakers of Japanese. Interactions between lan-
guage students and agents are implemented as role-playing dramas and
games. In order to come across as believable and interesting conversa-
tional partners, the agents have to show coherent emotional responses
and social behavior. As opposed to genuinely educational software that
features an animated tutor, we do not face the plausibility (or accept-
ability) problem identified by Lepperet al.[7]. In fact—adhering to the
language training as role-playing metaphor—the very assumption (and
hope) of our approach is that animated agents are perceived as game
characters rather than language instructors.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section dis-
cusses mental states underlying an agent’s social reasoning and models
of emotion and emotion expression. In Section III, we introduce the so-
cial filter program that functions as a filter between an agent’s affective
state and the agent’s emotion expression and a simple model of social
feedback. In Section IV, we first explain our human–agent role-playing
environment and the system architecture. Then, we describe a frame-
work for modeling and simulating conversations. After that, we illus-
trate our system by example runs of an interaction session. Section V
reports on the results of an empirical study that investigates users’ re-
sponse to socially (un)aware agents. Finally, Section V summarizes the
paper.

II. M ENTAL MODELS

Each agent involved in a conversation is assumed to have its own
mental model. A mental model may contain different kinds of entities,
including world knowledge (beliefs) and mental states such as emo-
tions, personality traits, attitudes, and goals. In this section, we will
focus on the core components underlying socially intelligent reasoning.

A. Emotional States

Many systems that reason about emotion, so-calledaffective rea-
soners, derive from the influential “cognitive appraisal for emotions”
model of Ortonyet al. [8], which is also known as the OCC model.
Here, emotions are seen as valanced reactions to events, agents’ ac-
tions, and objects, qualified by the agents’ goals (what the agent wants),
standards (what the agent considers acceptable), and attitudes (what the

Fig. 1. Specifications forjoy andangry-at.

agent considers appealing). The OCT model groups emotion types ac-
cording to cognitive eliciting conditions. In total, 22 classes of eliciting
conditions are identified and labeled by a word or phrase, such as “joy”
or “angry at.” We defined rules for a subset of the OCT emotion types:
joy, distress, hope, fear, happy-for, sorry-for, angry-at, gloats-at, and
resents. In Fig. 1, the emotion typesjoy andangry-atare described.
Emotional states have associated intensities� 2 f1; 2; . . . ; 5g. When
intensities of emotions have to be combined, logarithmic combination
is employed [9].

B. Personality

Personality traits are typically characterized by patterns of thought
and behavior that are permanent or at least change very slowly [10].
Consequently, believable agents should beconsistentin their behavior
[3]. For simplicity, we consider only two dimensions of personality,
which seem crucial for social interaction.

• Extraversionrefers to an agent’s tendency to take action: so-
ciable, active, talkative, optimistic.

• Agreeablenessrefers to an agent’s disposition to be sympathetic:
good-natured, helpful, forgiving.

We assume numerical quantification of dimensions, with a value out
of f�3;�2;�1; 1; 2; 3g. For instance, a value of�3 in the agreeable-
ness dimension means that the agent is very unfriendly.

C. Roles, Conventional Practices, and Social Networks

A significant portion of human conversation takes place in a socio-
organizational setting where participating agents have clearly defined
social roles, such as sales person and customer or teacher and student
[11]. Each role has associated conventional practices that function as a
regulatory for the agent’s choice of verbal and nonverbal expressions.
Those practices can be conceived as guidelines about socially appro-
priate behavior in a particular organizational setting.

Formally, in social or organizational groups, roles are ordered ac-
cording to apower scale, which defines the social power of an agent’s
role over other roles. For agentsLi andLj , the powerP of Li overLj

is expressed asP = p(Li; Lj), whereP 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g. If P = 0, Lj

considers itself as of the same rank asLi. Thesocial networkis spec-
ified by the social roles and associated power relations. Walkeret al.
[12] also considersocial distancebetween speaker and hearer to deter-
mine an appropriate linguistic style. Similarly, we useD = d(Li; Lj)
to express the distance between two agents(D 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g). Given
values for power and distance, an agentLi computes the (social)threat
� from agentLj by just adding the values, i.e.,

� = p(Lj ; Li) + d(Li; Lj):
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Fig. 2. Some examples of social filter rules.

This is of course a very simple view of a social network but, as shown
below, it already allows us to explain various phenomena in actual con-
versations. Observe that a zero value for threat can be interpreted in
three ways.

1) L is aware that there is no threat.
2) L chooses not to respect conventional practices
3) L is not aware of any threat.

D. Emotion Expression

Emotional behavior can be conveyed through various channels,
such as facial display (expression), speech, and body movement. The
so-called “basic emotions” approach [13] distills those emotions that
have distinctive (facial) expressions associated with them and seem
to be universal:fear, anger, sadness, happiness, disgust,andsurprise.
In our work, it is of prime importance to clearly distinguish between
emotional states and emotion expression. In order to avoid confusion
and since there is only a limited number of comprehensive “emotion
words,” we useslantedwhen referring to basic emotions instead of
italics for emotional states.

The “basic emotions” approach provides a useful list of emotions as
an emotion family inventory for animated agents as it explicitly relates
emotion to behavior. Besides facial expressions, Ekman also suggests
other signals, such as speech and body movement to express emotions.
Most importantly, Murray and Arnott [14] describe the vocal effects of
Ekman’s basic emotions. For example, if a speaker expresseshappi-
ness, then his or her speech is typically faster (or slower) and higher-
pitched, whereas a speaker expressingsadnessusually uses slow and
lower pitched speech.

III. SOCIAL FILTER PROGRAM

Basically, a social filter program consists of a set of rules that encode
qualifying conditions for emotion expression. The program acts as a
“filter” between the agent’s affective state and its rendering in a social
context, such as a conversation. We consider the agent’s personality and
the agent’s awareness of its social role as the most important emotion
expression qualifying conditions.

By way of example, let us explain theangry-atemotion type. As-
sume that a student is angry at her instructor because she is treated in an
unfair way, which she considers as blameworthy. How will she react to
her instructor? Presumably she will nod, showing that she understood
the instructor’s point of view, and try to argue that the instructor’s inter-
pretation is wrong, in a calm voice with rather neutral facial expression.
The student’s behavior—suppressingthe expression of her emotional
state—can be explained in at least two ways.First, she might have per-
sonality traits that characterize her as very friendly.Second, and prob-
ably more important in this scenario, she might be aware of her social
role as a student which puts behavioral restrictions on her answer to the
instructor.

A. Social Filter Rules

In the following, we will give some examples of social filter rules.
We assume that emotion expression (e.g., facial display or linguistic
style) is determined by personal experience, background knowledge,
and cultural norms [12], as well as the “organizational culture” [11].
Consequently, it is human agents who determine the values of the social
variables “social power” and “social distance.” Our rules are consistent
with Brown and Levinson’s theory of social interaction, as reported in
[12].

If the conversational partner has more social power or distance is
high (i.e.,� is high), the expression of “negative” emotions is typically
suppressed, resulting in “neutralized” emotion expression (see Fig. 2).
The first condition of the rule for emotion expression of anger con-
cerns the social context, the second condition the agent’s personality
(agreeableness), and the third accounts for the output of the affective
reasoner, the emotional state. The intensity� of emotion expression is
computed as� = � � (1 + � + �). The equations we currently use
for computing the intensity of emotion expression are not “objective”
but seem to bear some plausibility. Consider the case of an agent that is
very angry (i.e.,� = 5), rather unfriendly (i.e.,� = �2), but considers
the social threat as maximal (i.e.,� = 6). Then,� = 0, meaning that
theangry-atemotion is completely suppressed. On the other hand, if
� = 0, the agent’s agreeableness dimension comes into force, resulting
in � = 6 (= 5�(1�2)). Since we assume five is the maximal intensity
level, greater values are cut off.

As shown in the second rule in Fig. 2, an agent might even express
happiness about something which—the agent believes—distresses an-
other agent. Observe that here, the agent has to reason about the emo-
tions of another agent. We employ two mechanisms to model the ap-
praisal of another agent. If the observing agent has beliefs about the
observed agent’s mental states and their desirability (a rather strong
assumption), the agent infers the emotional state of the other agent by
using its emotion rules. Otherwise, the observing agent uses the other
agent’s perceived emotion, communicated via a simple interaction pro-
tocol, which will be discussed in Section IV.

The third rule in Fig. 2 demonstrates the effect of personality and so-
cial context on “positive” emotions. We compute the intensity of pos-
itive emotions as� = � � (� � �). As a consequence, the agent’s
unfriendliness or a high social threat will diminish the expression of
positive emotions. For example, if a veryjoyful (� = 5) but rather un-
friendly (� = �2) agent communicates with a slightly distant agent
(i.e.,� = 1), the agent will express happiness with rather low intensity
(� = 2).

Finally, notice an interesting consequence of our framework. Since
we clearly distinguish between emotional state and expression of emo-
tion, we may add another possibility of an agent’s misinterpretation of
other agents’ behavior.First, an agent never has direct access to others
mental states, it can only have (possibly false) beliefs about their mental
(e.g., emotional) states.Second, our distinction allows that agentscheat
in their behavior by expressing a misleading emotion. For example, an
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agent may express sadness, pretending to be in adistressemotional
state, although it is in ajoy state. This possibility is especially inter-
esting for entertainment purposes, where "levels of indirection" are re-
quired.

B. Social Feedback

Social filter programs certainly support high social accuracy of
agents’ responses. However, we currently have no principled way
to introducesocial feedbackmechanisms to our model, i.e., values
for social power and distance are kept fixed during the interaction.
However, when humans establish and maintain social relationships,
e.g., the value of their social distance changes. This phenomenon is
not reflected in our model.

Another interesting phenomenon of human–human communication
arereciprocal feedback loopswhere, e.g., one agent’s use of polite lin-
guistic style results in another agent adapting its linguistic style and
eventually adjusting its value of social distance. Our system supports a
limited form of reciprocal feedback, whereby depending on the user’s
(or agent’s) linguistic style, "intensity units" are added or subtracted
to (from) the agreeableness degree. Hence, if the agent would give a
cheerful answer with intensity degree� = 3, it might respond with de-
gree 5 if asked politely and with degree 1 if asked in a rude way (given
appropriate intensity values for the remaining mental concepts). A neu-
tral question does not change the emotion expression intensity.

IV. ROLE-PLAYING ENVIRONMENT

Our interactive environment for English conversation training for
Japanese speakers is based on the idea that users (language students)
would enjoy getting involved in a role-play with animated, socially in-
telligent agents, and thereby overcome their uneasiness to converse in a
foreign language. Although Japanese speakers have a good knowledge
of English grammar and vocabulary, they mostly lack opportunities to
actually listen to and speak English. Inspired by the Virtual Theater
project [3], we implemented an interactive drama that offers the role of
a customer in a virtual coffee shop. Our agents’ task is to keep the user
interested and motivated to interact with them repeatedly.

A. System Architecture

In a role-playing session, the user can promote the development of
the conversation by uttering one of a set of predefined sentences that
are displayed on the screen. Animated agents will respond by syn-
thetic speech, facial display, and gestures. We use the Microsoft Agent
package [15] that provides controls to embed animated characters into
a web page based JavaScript interface and includes a voice recognizer
and a text-to-speech engine. The user’s input is passed to a Java applet
that communicates with three types of knowledge bases via the Jinni
2000 interface [16] (see Fig. 3).

• Conversation and environment managersmaintain a model of
the conversation and simulate the environment. They will be de-
scribed in more detail below.

• Affective and filter programsare the (Prolog) reasoning engines
for generating an agent’s emotional state and determining the in-
tensity of emotion expression.

• Beliefs and behaviorstore an agent’s mental states (e.g., as in
Fig. 4) and rules that encode agent behavior. Verbal and non-
verbal behavior is synthesized from prescripted utterances and
predefined animations.

The result of affective and social reasoning is passed back to the
Java applet and interpreted in the browser via a JavaScript function. As
shown in Fig. 3, the agent might react to the user by saying “Welcome
to our Virtual Coffee Shop!” and thereby bow gracefully. Admittedly,

Fig. 3. Human–Agent interaction system architecture.

Fig. 4. Some Prolog facts in the mental model of the waiter agent James. They
are used in the first example run discussed in Section IV-C.

the choice of two–dimensional (2-D) cartoon-style agents as used in
our system put some restrictions to the agents’ reactions as the char-
acters available for the Microsoft Agent package have only a limited
number of predefined “animations” (about 50). However, our goal is
believability on the level of socially adequate emotional response rather
than lifelikeness (in the sense of realistic behavior). Also, McBreen and
Jack [17] recently showed that 2-D agents are still acceptable to users,
although three-dimensional (3-D) agents are clearly preferred.

B. Modeling and Simulating Conversations

In general, a conversation can be seen as an activity where multiple
(locutor) agents participate and communicate through multiple chan-
nels, such as verbal utterances, gestures, and facial display. Each agent
has its own goals and will try to influence other participants’ mental
states (e.g., emotions, beliefs, goals). Following Moulin and Rousseau
[18], we distinguish three levels of communication.

• At the communication levelagents perform activities related to
communication maintenance and turn-taking.

• At the conceptual levelagents transfer concepts.
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TABLE I
CONVERSATION INVOLVING FRIENDLY CUSTOMER, UNFRIENDLY INTROVERT WAITER, AND HIS FRIENDLY MANAGER

TABLE II
CONVERSATION INVOLVING UNFRIENDLY CUSTOMER, FRIENDLY EXTROVERT WAITER, AND HIS FRIENDLY MANAGER

• At thesocial levelagents manage and respect the social relation-
ships that hold between agents.

Our system integrates the second and third level. The communicative
level basically implements conversational features of human–human
communication, as proposed by Cassell and Thórisson [4]. At the con-
ceptual level, information is passed from one agent to other agents as a
(simplified) symbolic representation of the utterance, e.g., if an agent
orders a beer, this is simply represented asorder_beer. According to
their role in the social context, the social level puts behavioral con-
straints on agents’ actions and emotion expression [11].

As an example, consider an agent character playing the role of a
customer called “Al” and an agent character in the role of a waiter
called “James.” Al orders a beer from James by saying “May I order a
beer please?” According to our simple interaction protocol, the corre-
spondingcommunicative acthas the form

com act(al,james,orderbeer,polite,happiness,s0)

where the argument “polite” is a qualitative evaluation of the linguistic
style (LS) of the utterance, the argument “happiness” refers to Al’s
emotion expression, ands0denotes the situation in which the utterance
takes place.

As in [18], we assume that 1) a conversation is governed by acon-
versational managerthat maintains a model of the conversation and 2)
anenvironmental managerthat simulates the environment in which the
agents are embedded.

For simplicity, we assume that the conversational manager operates
on a shared knowledge base that is visible to all agents participating
in the conversation (except for the user). It stores all concepts
transferred during the conversation by updating the knowledge base
with com_act(S,H,C,LS,E,Sit)facts. The resulting “model” of the
conversation will eventually be substituted by a less simple-minded

conversation model incorporating a formalization of speech acts [18].
Moreover, the conversational manager maintains a simple form of
turn-taking management by assigning agents to take turns based on
their personality traits. For example, if James is an extrovert waiter, he
would tend to start a conversation with a customer, which is formalized
as

initiative(james,extrovert,take):

The environmental manager simulates the world that agents inhabit and
updates its (shared) knowledge base with consequences of their actions.
For example, if the agent character Al got his beer in situation5, this
will be stored asholds(al,has_beer,s5). The characteristics of the envi-
ronment are encoded by a set of facts and rules. Situation calculus is
used to describe and reason about change in the environment.

C. Example Runs

We will illustrate our system by showing two example runs. In the
first example run, the user takes the role of a (friendly) customer who
interacts with an unfriendly, introvert waiter agent (James) that inter-
acts with a friendly manager agent as an employee. Table I shows the
annotated trace from the interaction. Fig. 4 displays some of James’
beliefs that have actually been used in the first example run.

The second example run is a variation of the previous example where
we assume a friendly, extrovert waiter agent that is aware of conven-
tional practices toward customers but not toward his friendly manager
(see Table II).

V. EVALUATION

We conducted a small experiment on the impact of animated agents
featuring social role awareness. As in the example runs above, partic-
ipants would play the role of a customer in a virtual coffee shop and
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TABLE III
MEAN SCORES FORQUESTIONSABOUT INTERACTION EXPERIENCE: RATINGS

RANGE FROM 1 (DISAGREEMENT) TO 7 (AGREEMENT)

interact with an animated agent portraying a waiter. The waiter agent
interacts with a manager agent and another customer agent that turns
out to be an old acquaintance of the waiter. In the experiment, par-
ticipants promoted the conversation by simply clicking a radio button
next to the conversational contribution (that appeared in a separated
window) instead of using the speech recognizer, so that they would not
be distracted from the agents’ reactions.

Sixteen participants, all students from the University of Tokyo, were
randomly assigned to interact with one of two different versions of the
system (eight subjects each). The two versions were identical except
for the following features.

• In theunfriendly waiter version (C1), the waiter agent (James)
responded to the user in a rude way, but changed to friendly be-
havior when interacting with his manager and the other customer
(an old friend).

• In the friendly waiter version (C2), James displayed polite be-
havior to the user but disobeyed the manager’s order and turned
down his old friend.

After a 3-min interaction session, subjects were asked to fill out a
questionnaire evaluating the naturalness (appropriateness) of James’
behavior. We hypothesized the following outcome of the experiment.

• In the unfriendly waiter version (C1), subjects would rate
James’ behavior as unnatural toward themselves (as customers)
but natural toward the other agents (manager, friend). Moreover,
they would think that, in general, James has an unfriendly
(disagreeable) personality.

• In the friendly waiter version (C2), on the other hand, subjects
would consider James’ behavior natural toward themselves but
inappropriate toward the other agents and would find James’ per-
sonality friendly.

T-tests (assuming unequal variances) on the data in Table III showed
that subjects considered James’ behavior significantly more natural
(appropriate) in the C2 version than in the C1 version (t = �4:4; p =

:0011). Concerning James’ behavior toward the other agents, how-
ever, the experiment revealed the opposite of what we expected. Sub-
jects considered James’ behavior less natural in the C1 version (mean
= 4:88) than in the C2 version (mean= 5:5). A possible reason is that
although James ignored conventional practices toward the manager and
the old friend in the C2 version, its behavior could still be considered as
kidding. Another reason might be that due to the short interaction time,
subjects could not figure out the personality of, e.g., James’ manager.
Consequently, if they assumed that James’ manager is a very relaxed
person, James’ behavior could still be seen as appropriate.

We also asked subjects whether they could imagine meeting a waiter
like James in a real coffee shop or as an actor in a movie. For both ver-
sions, subjects tended to agree, although less strongly than we expected
(C1: mean= 5; variance= 2:57, C2: mean= 4:63; variance= 3:41).

However, since James reacted consistently friendly/unfriendly toward
each other agent, his behavior was still considered as believable.

Regarding James’ personality, subjects found him significantly more
agreeable in the C2 version than in the C1 version (t = �3:5; p =

:0019). This result is interesting since in both versions, James shows
(un)friendly behavior about half of the total interaction time. It sup-
ports our claim that behavior motivated by a social role, such as James’
friendly behavior toward the manager in the C1 version, is conceived
as part of the agent’s social role and not his personality. Moreover,
subjects considered the waiter’s appreciation for his job significantly
higher when James was friendly to the user than when he was friendly
to his manager or friend (t = �2:18; p = :0269).

As to James’ mood, we did not find any difference between the two
versions (C1: mean= 2:25; variance= 0:78, C2: mean= 2:25;
variance= 0:22). For the C2 version, this result shows that subjects
clearly differentiate between personality and mood. On the other hand,
Moffat’s [10] work seems to imply that for sufficiently short time pe-
riods, it is hard to distinguish whether an agent’s behavior is motivated
by its mood or its personality.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper aims to account for an important feature of human–human
communication, namely social role awareness, that seems to have
strong influence on our ways of emotion expression and our behavior
in general. Social role awareness is approached from the viewpoint of
the believability of animated characters as socially intelligent agents. It
is shown that this feature of social interaction may explain phenomena
such as suppressing (the expression) of emotions, as well as other
forms of indirection in agents’ affective behavior. As such, social
role awareness can significantly contribute to the design of socially
robust and dramatically interesting characters [3]. Our empirical study
supports the hypothesis that users recognize and attribute socially
aware behavior.

So far, we focused on the rather static aspects of socially intelligent
behavior. This is clearly insufficient if we consider users that interact
with animated agents repeatedly and thereby build up and maintain so-
cial relationships. We plan to extend our research by integrating a more
elaborate mechanism of social dynamics to the agent’s mental model.
In particular, we are interested in changes (turns) of social parameters
as a consequence of user–agent and agent–agent interaction, which is
indispensable for dramatic action.
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